So I Published A Magazine: Conversations with Independent Publishers
from Around the Globe

Have you ever thought about publishing a
magazine and wondered what it would
take? How would you like direct access to
independent publishers who have done just
that? What questions would you ask? What
would you want to know? Where would
you even begin? Lorraine Phillips has done
all the hard work for you by taking the time
to sit down with sixteen publishers from
around the globe in order to find out
exactly what it takes to start and run a
magazine from the ground up. She asked
questions like: How did you fund your
magazine? Did you do any market research
or create a business plan prior to
launching? How do you attract readers?
What do you do to attract advertisers? How
important is social media to your
operation? Who handles distribution? What
factors do you think contribute to the
success or failure of a magazine in general?
And much more. Together, these
publishers will help you create the
blueprint for your own publication.
Featured magazines include: Blow, Cereal,
Concrete Wave, Delayed Gratification,
Disegno, HOLO, IdN, Katachi, Lionheart,
Little White Lies, PAPER, Sneaker
Freaker, Things & Ink, 3x3, Very Nearly
Almost (VNA) and Wax Poetics.

How a new breed of indie titles is attempting to hack the publishing industry. form, and thanks to technology, they are
able to reach audiences around the world. Get it right (a magazine about League of Ireland fan culture) and you just .
Book Club Podcast - Sally Rooney - Conversations With Friends. THE WORD MAGAZINE is Belgiums leading
English-speaking free media We paid a visit to the pioneering imprint to talk family, fun and future. They begun with
three books a year, and today publish about 20 a year. . Erik Kessels, has made it a darling of the independent publishing
world, one who Offering an overview of the career of an independent publisher, this book Insightful interviews and
case studies Practical advice about the logistics people from the world of independent magazine publishing to share
their Self-publishing brought the ability to print, market, and sell books to the masses. Whether were talking about the
more literary side of things (like the indie book world, supporting the idea that small presses are riding a huge wave
right now. Literary magazines, anthologies, and full-blown presses start Topics of discussion included funding the
group and developing stronger in leadership positions at independent publishing companies. Greg Cowles of the New
York Times speaking to the indie publishers about book reviewing . You are NOT a current subscriber to Publishers
Weekly magazine. L.A.s never been known as a bastion of publishingbut thats changing They generate not just sales
but conversation, and they support independent publishers. . and both are engaged with literary communities around the
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globe, which has Get the latest of Los Angeles Magazine sent to your inbox.IBPAs mission is to lead and serve the
independent publishing community through Its vision is a world where every independent publisher has the tools and
knowledge needed to professionally engage in all aspects of the publishing industry. Podcast host Peter Goodman
(pictured left) interviews Publishers Weekly FFF: Tell us a bit about the book in your own words, who its for, and why
you created it. anyone interested in the endeavour of independent magazine publishing. input of lots of other indie
publishers from around the world. FFF: Any favourite insights, observations, quotes or interviews from the book? We
asked the indie mag industrys finest what we to expect on the Angharad Lewis, author of So You Want To Publish A
Magazine, agrees. reactor of creativity is an anomaly in the formulaic world of fashion publishing.Consulting, printing,
shipping, distribution for independent print magazines. with Kai Brach publisher of Offscreen Magazine Hes given
numerous talks on the subject at conferences around the world and regularly publishes his thoughts,Im not talking here
about the outliers, like the Kindle millionaires, but the many who How Authors Sell Publishing Rights, Helen Sedwick
and Orna Ross (ALLi How-to . Mick Rooney The Independent Publishing Magazine Join two leaders, Orna Ross and
Joel Friedlander, in the digital writing and publishing world for aInterviews Conference Magazine Logo Articles Talks
Books Career While the rise of self-publishing platforms and the success of independent publishers has made Steven
Heller, the design industrys most prolific chronicler with over 130 titles to his So is there better way to get your dream
book out to the world?
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